Step 1: Review the scope of the PMR Policy Analysis Program:

**Scope of PMR Policy Analysis Program**

Two core pillars:
- Policy mapping, analysing policy interactions, and building policy packages
- Strengthening modelling, related to carbon pricing

Cross-cutting activities across the pillars:
- Country-level support
- Program-level knowledge creation and exchange (cross-country)
- Capacity building and training

Step 2: Consider what topics should be the focus of the PMR Policy Analysis Program:

a. Using the blue sticky-paper, please provide your suggestions for the below (one sticky-note per suggestion):

For your country:
Which specific modelling questions or issues are still outstanding or for which further work or support would be helpful?

b. Using the yellow sticky-paper, please provide your suggestions for the below (one sticky-note per suggestion):

For the PMR ‘Policy Analysis Program’ work stream:
For which topics could there be benefits in further cross-country cooperation and ‘deep dive’ via the PMR?

Please hand in your sticky-notes to Emelia by lunch time!